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Abstract We construct coastal Pacific Northwest profiles of vertical land motion (VLM) known to bias
long-term tide-gauge measurements of sea-level rise (SLR) and use them to estimate absolute sea-level rise
with respect to Earth’s center of mass. Multidecade GPS measurements at 47 coastal stations along the
Cascadia subduction zone show VLM varies regionally but smoothly along the Pacific coast and inland
Puget Sound with rates ranging from 1 4.9 to 21.2 mm/yr. Puget Sound VLM is characterized by uniform
subsidence at relatively slow rates of 20.1 to 20.3 mm/yr. Uplift rates of 4.5 mm/yr persist along the
western Olympic Peninsula of northwestern Washington State and decrease southward becoming nearly
0 mm/yr south of central coastal Washington through Cape Blanco, Oregon. South of Cape Blanco, uplift
increases to 122 mm/yr, peaks at 4 mm/yr near Crescent City, California, and returns to zero at Cape
Mendocino, California. Using various stochastic noise models, we estimate long-term (50 2100 yr) relative
sea-level rise rates at 18 coastal Cascadia tide gauges and correct them for VLM. Uncorrected SLR rates are
scattered, ranging between 22 mm/yr and 1 5 mm/yr with mean 0:52 6 1:59 mm/yr, whereas correcting
for VLM increases the mean value to 1.99 mm/yr and reduces the uncertainty to 6 1:18 mm/yr,
commensurate with, but approximately 17% higher than, twentieth century global mean.
1. Introduction
Tide-gauge measurements of sea-level rise (SLR) have long been known to be susceptible to biases originat-
ing from vertical land motion (VLM) of their reference datum caused by a wide array of solid-Earth pro-
cesses. Such processes may be either regional in nature or spatially localized to the tide gauge reference
point, may arise from natural or anthropogenic origins, and may appear as steady-state (linear) or transient
(nonlinear) signals through time. Regional processes that are effectively linear over the century timescale
scale of the longest instrumental tide gauge (TG) records include glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) due to
late Pleistocene deglaciation and interseismic tectonic strain accumulation in the absence of local earth-
quakes, while nonlinear processes include earthquakes, annual hydrological oscillations either stationary or
nonstationary in amplitude or phase, time-dependent anthropogenic aquifer depletion or other resource
extraction signals, soil compaction, climatic and ocean loading signals, and numerous others. The majority
of these signals are of the same order of magnitude (mm/yr) as sea-level rise itself and cannot be generally
ignored.
A variety of approaches have been implemented to correct tide-gauge measurements for VLM biases in
order to best isolate long-term rate of sea-level rise rate and any accelerations therein. Foremost of these is
correcting for postglacial isostatic adjustment, as first shown by Douglas (1991) and later improved upon by
Mitrovica and Davis (1995) and Lambeck and Johnston (1995). While this approach significantly reduces the
variance of inferred long-term TG SLR rates (Hay et al., 2015), GIA corrections are intrinsically limited by
incomplete knowledge of both ice spatial distribution and timing history as well as unknown lateral varia-
tions in mantle and crustal rheology, which together complicate quantifying GIA’s contribution to present-
day VLM around the globe. Furthermore, GIA corrections alone do not account for the plethora of non-GIA-
related VLM processes also known to bias inferred TG rate estimates. This has led to numerous alternative
approaches, which range from discarding TG data clearly affected by VLM, either GIA or otherwise (Douglas,
1991), or attempting to measure the VLM bias by colocating geodetic measurements with TG installations
(e.g., Burgette et al., 2013; Santamarıa-Gomez et al., 2011). W€oppelmann et al. (2007, 2009) estimated a 1.61
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60.19 mm/yr global sea-level rise over the past century. By taking advantage of newly available global GPS
radial velocity maps from Blewitt et al. (2016) and using a spatial extrapolation technique for estimating
VLM of gauges that do not have a collocated GPS station, Hamlington et al. (2016) found that globally aver-
aged VLM originating from non-GIA sources is 0.24 6 0.08 mm/yr globally, or roughly 20% of the twentieth
century average global SLR, based on the estimate from Ray and Douglas (2011). They find that using either
several hundred global stations or the same 89 stations (used in Ray and Douglas (2011)) give similar results,
but point out that the precise contribution of non-GIA VLM depends on the particular subset of tide gages
and GPS stations selected. Regardless, they clearly demonstrate that non-GIA VLM is a non-negligible contri-
bution if accuracies of 0.1 mm/yr are desired.
The ongoing proliferation of GPS globally, which counts at least 16,000 operating stations, now allows con-
struction of dense coastal profiles of precise vertical land motion rates within an Earth’s center of mass ref-
erence frame that capture and allow correction for all solid-Earth processes, both known and unknown, that
bias sea-level rise measurements made from tide-gauge data. In this paper, we derive two profiles for the
Cascadia subduction zone and use them to correct long-term tide-guage sea-level rate estimations. Their
smooth regional variation shows that the ongoing proliferation of high-quality GNSS stations (e.g., Blewitt
et al., 2016; Meertens et al., 2015) allows VLM profiles such as these to be utilized by climate scientists with-
out GPS expertise for much of the Earth’s coastline to remove VLM biases from sea-level rate estimates
made from tide-gauge measurements.
Prior work in the Pacific Northwest includes Mazzotti et al. (2007), who used 8 TG rates constrained by
8 GPS stations, from which they found a northeast Pacific regional SLR rate of 1.7 6 0.5 mm/yr. One primary
limitation of this study is that their coastal vertical velocity estimates were not produced within a reference
frame defined by Earth’s center of mass, but rather relative to a single station located far from the Cascadia
subduction zone that has subsequently been shown to have a long-term radial velocity with respect to
Earth’s center of mass in excess of 0.5 mm/yr. Moreover, the station density and duration of observations
were limited at the time, which prohibited Mazzotti et al. (2007) from resolving spatial distribution of VLM.
In this study, we offer substantial improvements to Mazzotti et al. (2007) in TG sea-level rise rate estimation
in general and correction for VLM specifically. First, we generate coastal VLM profiles with an Earth’s center
of mass-fixed reference frame for the coastal Pacific Northwest from multidecade, daily GPS measurements
for 47 stations located along the coastal Cascadia and the inland Puget Sound and Salish Sea. The continu-
ous, daily measurements from which the VLM profiles are constructed capture all processes that may bias
SLR rates inferred from TG data. The VLM profiles are produced within the ITRF08 reference frame (e.g., Alta-
mimi et al., 2011) and we explore how subtleties in reference frame definition impact both VLM rate esti-
mates and, in turn, sea-level rise estimates based on VLM corrections. With VLM profiles in hand we then
estimate, using several different noise models, the long-term relative sea-level rise from 18 tide gauges
whose duration of measurements span between 40 and 100 years. Uncorrected the estimates are widely
scattered between 22 and 1 5 mm/yr. After correction for VLM, the absolute sea-level rise rates with
respect to Earth’s center of mass cluster around 1.99 6 1.18 mm/yr and compare well with prior estimates
from earlier studies that relied on measurements with lower spatial density and shorter time series (Bur-
gette et al., 2009; Church et al., 2004; Mazzotti et al., 2007; NRC, 2015; W€oppelmann et al., 2009).
2. Methodology to Estimate Vertical Land Motion and Sea-Level Rise
2.1. Cascadia Vertical Land Motion Profiles in ITRF08
To generate continuous VLM profiles for Cascadia, we use measurements from continuously operating GPS
receivers that comprise the Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA) (Miller et al., 1998) and EarthScope
Plate Boundary Observatory (UNAVCO, 2009), computed within the ITRF 2008 reference frame (e.g., Alta-
mimi et al., 2011). 100 GPS stations from these two combined networks effectively blanket Cascadia, from
northern California through Oregon, Washington State, southwestern British Columbia and Vancouver
Island. This study uses 47 stations located on or within 10 km of the Pacific coast and inland waters of Puget
Sound and Salish Sea east of Vancouver Island. The vast majority of these GPS stations have at least 10 years
of continuous observations with some exceeding 20 years of continuous observations. From these stations,
long-term vertical land motion rates may be estimated, along with formal uncertainties, within the precision
of a few tenths of mm/yr (e.g., Figure 1).
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For GPS data processing, raw GPS phase and code observations were point-positioned with ambiguity reso-
lution using GIPSY/OASIS II, the GPS Inferred Positioning System/Orbit Analysis and Simulation software
developed and supported by NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Zumberge et al., 1997). Satellite ephe-
merides, clock corrections, and wide-lane phase bias estimates were provided by JPL (Bertiger et al., 2010).
In our approach, station positions are loosely constrained during initial estimation and subsequently trans-
formed into the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF08) (e.g., Altamimi et al., 2011) using only the
translation and rotation, but not scale, components of the JPL-provided Helmert transformations. The
impact of choosing to use or omit the scale term in reference frame realization is discussed more fully
below.
2.2. Treatment of Temporally Correlated Noise in GPS and Tide Gage Time Series
GPS time series have been shown repeatedly to comprise of a sum of stochastic processes and other signals
arising from spatially correlated seasonal position variations, satellite orbit error, and both white and col-
ored noise (Williams, 2003b). In addition, if they are not accounted for, biases introduced by hardware
changes or seismic events affect estimated position time series and thus velocity estimates derived from
them. Transient tectonic processes also can impact long-term vertical time series. Cascadia is one of many
subduction zones that undergo periodic slow slip events, in this case along the Juan de Fuca-North Ameri-
can interplate fault, which produces resolvable vertical deformation across the GPS network (Dragert et al.,
2001; Melbourne et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2002). These events are clearly observed on most GPS time series
from the Cascadia fore arc as transient static deformation events associated with slow slip along the Juan
de Fuca-North American plate interface. Proper modeling of these slow slip events requires a slip inversion
for each event, but as far as is known these events are continuous processes related to the tectonic activity
of the Earth and we make the assumption that their contribution to VLM is constant over the long-term and
properly modeled as a linear process that comprises both slow earthquake offsets and long-term interseis-
mic strain. Moreover, the effect of including all the offsets would result in an unrealistically small estimates
of the background tectonic rate. As a practical matter, this results in larger uncertainties for western WA
Figure 1. Vertical time series of north-to-south GPS stations NTKA, PABH, CHZZ, CABL along the Pacific Northwest coast from PANGA (green) and (PBO-)NMT
(blue) processing. The black line is the estimated functional model described in section 2. PANGA and (PBO-NMT) time series are shifted knowing that they start
approximately at the same point of origin at a nominated epoch. Note that the mean value is removed for the time series computed by PANGA, and the NMT
ones are shifted from 20.5 cm for all the stations. Overall, the results show similar geophysical features (e.g., amplitude of seasonal signal, velocity) in both time
series and for each station.
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and BC (Figure 3b) compared with those from central and south Oregon (Figure 3c) and northern California
(Figure 3d).
The functional model we use to represent time series of daily GPS positions consists of a linear trend, two
sinusoidal seasonal variations with periods fixed to 1 and 0.5 years and constant phase and amplitude,
along with step functions at hardware changes and known seismic events greater than Mw 5 6, as follows:
yi5y01rti1o pi1A1cos ð2px1tÞ1A2sin ð2px1tÞ1A3cos ð2px2tÞ1A4sin ð2px2tÞ1EðtiÞ (1)
where EðtiÞ is the error term and pi is the Heaviside function (pi51 if ti  toff , toff the time of occurrence of
the offset). The Ai coefficients are the amplitudes of the annual and semiannual signals, with x1 and x2 the
phase for each periodic signal, following Szeliga et al. (2008). Effectively estimating the different terms in
this equation requires a minimum of roughly 2.5 years of observation at a station Blewitt and Lavallee
(2002). To ensure this, only GPS time series with more than 5 years of observations are included in this
study. Given the long observation history in this region, our resulting data set has a mean station observa-
tion time length of 14 years with a maximum of 21 years of observations.
This representation is easily linearized, and the parameters included in the functional model of the GPS
time series have traditionally been estimated with least squares under the assumption of Gaussian-
distributed white noise. However, it has been generally accepted that the noise in GPS time series is best
described as a combination of colored noise plus white noise (e.g., Bos et al., 2013; Klos et al., 2015; Lang-
bein, 2004, 2008; Montillet et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1997). The model can then be
either white noise, or the combination of white and flicker noise, or white noise with flicker and random-
walk noise (Williams et al., 2004). Flicker noise and random-walk belong to the family of power-law noise
(He et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 1997). Because standard least squares in the presence of colored noise results
in overly small uncertainties compared to total noise amplitudes (e.g., Montillet et al., 2015; Williams,
2003a), we therefore solve for the linear coefficients in equation (1) using a maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) approach that more realistically estimates not only the parameters of our functional model but also
the full noise covariance (both white and colored noise components, equation (2)) (Williams, 2003a). This
approach is realized using the software package HECTOR (Bos et al., 2013b)
C5aw I1aplEðaÞ (2)
Equation (2) is the stochastic model used in our processing, with aw being the variance of the white noise,
apl the variance of the colored noise, and a the exponent of the colored noise (with value in the interval
½22; 21). E is the covariance matrix of the colored noise as defined in Williams (2003a). The exponent of
the colored noise is set to 21 (i.e., flicker noise). Flicker together with white noise is the model widely used
for describing noise processes in long GPS time series for all three coordinate components (e.g., He et al.,
2016, 2017; Mao et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1997). This then reduces the computational
time that is a limiting factor in using this software for long time series (Bos et al., 2008, 2013).
Long-term tide gauge records, like GPS time series, are also known to have temporally correlated noise and
are treated similarly to the GPS time series. Previous users of tide gage data have employed various stochas-
tic models to account for this temporal correlation by including the effects of using observations with differ-
ent lags. Stochastic properties can be modeled with ARFIMA, ARMA (Bos et al., 2014), Generalized Gauss
Markov noise model (GGM) (Bos et al., 2014). ARMA is the optimal stochastic model in time series with
short-term correlations, whereas ARFIMA should be used in the presence of colored noise (or long-term cor-
relations) due to the versatility of modeling power-law stochastic processes (e.g., Montillet & Yu, 2015;
Panas, 2001). According to Bos et al. (2008), an optimal selection of the noise model results by minimizing
either the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) or the Bayesian Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). We
estimate a linear trend corresponding to steady-state SLR, together with a seasonal signal plus noise, using
noise models that include ARMA, ARFIMA, and GGM models. We also report the BIC as well as the AIC for
completeness.
Figure 1 shows GPS vertical position time series over a 15 year window computed by PANGA (green) and,
for comparison, time series for the same stations generated by the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory
GAGE analysis centers (Herring et al., 2016) using the GAMIT-only solution (PBO-NMT product) rather than
the combined GIPSY-GAMIT solution. The GAGE GPS product (blue) is a merged position product
Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans 10.1002/2017JC013257
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comprising point-positioned and double-differenced GPS positions
weighted approximately equally and only containing Cascadia sta-
tions operated by Plate Boundary Observatory (Herring et al., 2016).
The overall structure of each time series is similar, showing nearly
identical geophysical signals (e.g, amplitude of seasonal signal, net
long-term velocity). Daily position differences are shown in light blue.
Figure 2 shows the resultant Pacific Northwest steady-state long-term
horizontal motion, in the North American 2008 (NAM08) (Herring
et al., 2016) reference frame, and Figure 3 its long-term vertical veloc-
ity field, in ITRF08, which is substantially the same in vertical as
NAM08. This overall pattern of deformation has been well docu-
mented during the past three decades, first using triangulation net-
works (Savage & Lisowski, 1991) and later campaign and continuous
GPS observations (e.g., Hyndman & Wang, 1995; McCaffrey et al.,
2007, 2013; Miller et al., 2002). The primary tectonic signal stems from
subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate beneath North America at
roughly 40 mm/yr (Wilson, 1993). Along the Oregon coast and lower
Washington coast, subduction is oblique, whereas off Washington
(inland Puget Sound) and Vancouver Island, subduction is approxi-
mately normal to the margin. Figure 3 shows the interseismic, linear
component vertical land motion, which varies regionally but
smoothly, from the Brooks Peninsula of Vancouver Island at the north-
ern end of the Cascadia margin southward to the southern terminus
of the Cascadia margin at Cape Mendocino, California.
Broadly speaking, the Cascadia fore arc can be separated into three
regions based on their vertical motion. Along Cascadia’s northern half, all
of Vancouver Island and the Olympic peninsula show high uplift rates
reaching nearly 5 mm/yr at Woss, BC and Quadra Island, BC, and with a
mean uplift of around 2 mm/yr. Rapid uplift seen on Vancouver Island
stems from the superposition of subduction interseismic strain and post-
glacial rebound, and are consistent with Mazzotti et al. (2007). Uplift rates remain as high as 4 mm/yr along the
western Olympic Peninsula of northwestern Washington State, but diminish southward to nearly zero south of
central coastal Washington and remain near zero south of central coastal Washington to near the latitude of
Cape Blanco, Oregon. South of Cape Blanco uplift increases again, averaging about 1–2 mm/yr, with a maximum
near 4 mm/yr at Crescent City, California, and drops back to zero at Cape Mendocino, California. In contrast, the
inland waterways of the Puget Sound are characterized by subsidence at rates of 20.1 to 20.3 mm/yr while the
Salish Sea region east of Vancouver Island is marked by uplift ranging from 1 to 4 mm/yr (e.g., Figure 6).
As an independent check of the PANGA processing of the Cascadia GPS data, Figure 4 compares the range
of rates and uncertainties for PBO stations processed by both the PANGA and PBO GAGE Analysis centers.
The two centers’ numbers compare well within error. Table 1 lists the PANGA, PBO-NMT, and Mazzotti et al.
(2007) uplift estimates. Overall for the PANGA processing, 67% of the stations processed here show the
same rates within 1 sigma and 97% show the same rate within 2 sigma, whereas for the PBO-NMT process-
ing 71% of the results are within 1 sigma and 97% within 2 sigma. Looking at this table, the mean values
estimated using the first eight stations, are 1:12 61:06 and 1:34 61:07 mm/yr for PBO-NMT and PANGA,
respectively, whereas the mean value is equal to 1:62 61:20 mm/yr using the estimates from Mazzotti et al.
(2007), which is 23% larger on average. This is to be expected, given that Mazzotti et al. (2007) were based
on shorter time series (<7 yrs) modeled with least squares in the IGS08 reference frame, which certainly
impacts the noise properties of the time series compared to ITRF08. Also due to the large discrepancy of
the uplifts estimates between the two products at some stations (e.g., PTRF, BLYN), one can wonder about
the efficiency of the choice of the stochastic model in the processing of the GPS time series. Thus, we can-
not exclude the possibility of outliers in our estimates.
While the VLM rates are measured along the coast at 47 disparate GPS stations that their inferred rates are
smoothly varying allows their interpolation to generate continuous VLM profiles. We use a linear
Figure 2. Horizontal velocity field (east and north component) of the Cascadia
subduction zone within the NAM08 reference frame. The resultant vectors are
the estimates of the steady-state (linear) term from equation (1) estimated
from daily GPS positions produced by the Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array
(PANGA). Horizontal positions and velocities translated into NAM08 using Euler
pole location and rates from Altamimi et al. (2011).
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Figure 3. Vertical land motion of the Cascadia subduction zone including British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and Northern California. The figures are the
zoom defined by the boxes in the previous figure. White stars denote the location of 18 tide gauges used in this study. Only coastal stations are used to derive the
vertical land motion profiles shown in Figures 5 and 6. Note the change of length of 2 mm/yr scale bar between different boxes. Also the letters (A, B, C, D) refer to
the previous figure.
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interpolation, and the resultant profiles are shown in Figure 5 for the Pacific coast and Figure 6 along Puget
Sound and the Salish Sea of British Columbia. We use these VLM profiles to both correct tide gages that do
not have GPS colocated with them or may be utilized for SLR adaptation planning by communities where
local GPS is not available, as discussed below.
3. Tide Gauge Estimates of Uncorrected Relative Sea-Level Rise
To estimate relative sea-level rise rates uncorrected for VLM (RSLR), monthly records from 18 stations were
selected along the Pacific Northwest coast between the latitudes 408 and 518 using raw data downloaded
from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (Rickards, 2015), which in some cases have nearly 115 years
of measurements (e.g., Seattle). The linear rates corresponding to long-term SLR in the presence of colored
and other noise sources are estimated as described above. Table 2 shows different estimates of the uncor-
rected RSLR for five tide gauges along coastal Pacific Northwest, Puget Sound, and Salish Sea. As shown in
Tables 2 and 3, our RSLR results are generally closer to the values estimated from the NRC group (NRC,
2015). The ARFIMA model seems to produce smaller uncertainties (using the AIC). Assuming that the AIC
selects the lags more optimally than the BIC, it may suggest the presence of long memory processes (i.e.,
power-law noise) in the TG time series, which should be better accounted for using this stochastic model
than using a model such as the ARMA. Even though we have circumvented the bias due to mismodeling
the TG measurements using information criteria, we acknowledge that estimated RSL values are sensitive to
the choice of record length of the tide gauges selected following previous studies (Douglas, 1991) and that
unmodeled multidecade transients will impact rate estimates differently based on both the time series
duration and the structure of any known long-term transients. Note that the optimality of model selection
using information criteria is an active research area within the geophysical community (He et al., 2017).
Figure 7 shows resultant RSLR (in red) as estimated from the tide gauge reference mark uncorrected for
VLM, as a function of latitude. RSLR values along coastal Cascadia are fairly scattered, ranging from 22
to 1 5 mm/yr, as is to be expected given both the highly variable tectonic and GIA activity as well as the
intrinsic scatter of average sea level itself due to the many hydrodynamic processes that control yearly vari-
ation in apparent sea level (Church et al., 2004). The RSLR estimates agree well with a variety of recent stud-
ies (e.g., Mazzotti et al., 2007; NRC, 2015; Sweet et al., 2014), and their dependence on specific noise model
is relatively minor (0:1 sigma confidence level), as is whether the AIC or BIC criteria is minimized. In all
cases, uncertainties are computed using the MLE as implemented in the HECTOR software (Bos et al.,
Figure 4. Histogram of the ratios in absolute value of velocity estimate divided by associated uncertainty for PBO-NMT
(blue) and PANGA (red) results. The dotted line is the mean value for the histogram of PANGA ratios, whereas the dashed
line is the mean value for the PBO-NMT ratios. Note that we display the ratio for the North and East coordinates in order
to compare the values for the Up coordinate and the other two components.
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Table 1
GPS-Derived Vertical Land Motion Rate Estimates for Reference Stations Included in PANGA, PBO, and Mazzotti et al. (2007)
Processing
PANGA NMT
Mazzotti et al.
(2007)
Lat. Lon. l r l r l R
ALBH 48.39 2123.49 0.69 0.16 0.78 0.27 1.1 0.9
PGC5 48.65 2123.45 0.77 0.21 0.05 0.45 1.80 1.0
NANO 49.29 2124.08 2.23 0.27 1.77 0.36 2.50 0.90
UCLU 48.92 2125.54 2.46 0.23 1.89 0.33 2.70 0.90
DRAO 49.32 2119.62 1.01 0.21 1.15 0.34 1.20 0.70
SC02 48.55 2123.01 0.26 0.20 0.30 0.36 0.80 1.30
SEAT 47.65 2122.31 0.09 0.33 20.21 0.31 20.60 0.90
NEAH 48.29 2124.62 3.24 0.19 3.20 0.30 3.50 1.00
PCOL 47.17 2122.57 20.64 0.31 20.64 0.34
P423 47.29 2122.94 20.37 0.23 20.91 0.29
RPT1 47.39 2122.37 21.83 0.39 NaN NaN
KTBW 47.55 2122.79 20.50 0.20 20.44 0.26
P426 47.80 2122.51 22.36 0.25 22.60 4.12
P437 48.00 2122.46 20.42 0.29 21.38 0.66
BLYN 48.02 2122.93 1.85 1.53 22.92 2.43
P435 48.06 2123.50 0.59 0.37 0.10 0.35
COUP 48.22 2122.68 21.05 0.33 1.10 2.59
WHD1 48.31 2122.69 20.53 0.84 NaN NaN
P439 48.71 2122.91 20.01 0.23 20.29 0.41
SC04 48.92 2123.70 1.23 0.19 1.03 0.22
PTAL 49.26 2124.86 3.48 0.14 0.04 0.55
GLDR 49.68 2126.13 4.01 0.53 3.02 0.57
ELIZ 49.87 2127.13 2.46 0.22 2.57 0.35
QUAD 50.13 2125.33 4.34 0.35 3.85 0.44
WOST 50.21 2126.60 5.31 2.35 NaN NaN
BCOV 50.54 2126.84 2.76 0.19 3.55 0.65
HOLB 50.64 2128.13 2.39 0.21 0.87 0.98
P161 40.64 2124.21 20.95 0.24 21.47 0.34
P159 40.50 2124.28 20.83 0.25 21.58 0.28
P162 40.69 2124.24 21.22 0.24 21.59 0.29
TRND 41.05 2124.15 20.85 0.27 20.70 0.28
P316 41.56 2124.08 22.18 0.53 22.06 0.59
PTSG 41.78 2124.25 3.56 0.23 3.03 0.25
P734 42.07 2124.29 3.17 0.28 2.03 0.36
P362 42.21 2124.23 2.79 0.34 2.05 0.41
P733 42.44 2124.41 2.47 0.29 0.89 0.33
CABL 42.84 2124.56 1.21 0.22 1.43 0.24
P364 43.09 2124.41 2.32 0.29 1.73 0.44
P365 43.39 2124.25 0.99 0.27 0.01 0.40
P366 43.61 2123.98 0.67 0.34 20.60 0.34
P367 44.59 2124.06 20.22 0.34 20.81 0.39
P395 45.02 2123.86 0.17 0.35 20.15 0.34
P396 45.31 2123.82 1.06 0.45 0.16 0.41
CHZZ 45.48 2123.98 0.19 0.38 0.81 0.24
TPW2 46.21 2123.77 0.23 0.16 0.48 0.22
P398 46.92 2123.92 1.45 0.27 0.55 0.41
PABH 47.21 2124.20 0.22 0.19 0.23 0.30
P402 47.77 2124.31 2.47 0.24 1.66 0.45
PTRF 48.54 2124.41 4.99 0.65 1.66 1.01
BAMF 48.84 2125.13 2.69 0.42 1.76 0.44
TFNO 49.15 2125.91 2.86 0.53 1.47 0.46
NTKA 49.59 2126.62 3.58 0.24 4.27 0.44
Note. l is the estimated velocity and r is the associated uncertainty. Uncertainties are one sigma. PANGA and PBO-
NMT results are computed using HECTOR. NaN means that the station was not available.
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2013b), which produces values generally larger than least squares and is less sensitive to anomalies such as
those produced during windy or stormy time periods. The biggest outlier rate, at Astoria, Oregon lies 10 km
from the coast up the Columbia River estuary. This station has uncertainties larger than the computed linear
trend and we infer that the river itself likely controls much of apparent sea level fluctuation, consistent with
Mazzotti et al. (2007) and Sweet et al. (2014). We also omit tide gauge observations close to GPS station
CHZZ because of the overall low quality of the raw tide-gauge measurements.
Finally, we can also compare with the results from Burgette et al. (2009) at several sites. However, this study
estimates the RSLR comparing results from a standard least squares and the Hildreth-Lu formula which con-
sists in a linear rate with a first-order autocorrelation parameter (see Appendix B in Burgette et al. (2009)). At
Crescent city, the RSLR is 20:71 60:18 mm/yr, which is the only result close to our work (e.g., Table 2,
ARFIMA (BIC) 20:7760:3 mm/yr). All the other results are much smaller than our estimates ranging from
0.9 mm/yr (P. Orford) to 0.2 mm/yr (Charleston, OR). The difference between this study and our result can
be explained partially with the modeling approach where we take into account a full stochastic and deter-
ministic model to model the TG time series. However, Burgette et al. (2009) includes TG time series with less
Figure 5. Interpolated long-term steady-state VLM in the Pacific Coast (Washington (WA), Oregon (OR), California (CA),
and British Columbia (BC)). Note that the red band is the interpolated uncertainties. The tide gauges are localized by a
green star together with their associated number.
Figure 6. Interpolated long-term steady-state VLM in Puget Sound-Salish Sea corridors in Washington State (WA) and Brit-
ish Columbia (BC). The red band is the interpolated uncertainties. Note that station with (*) is in BC and (**) in WA. The
confusion is due to the very close latitudes of the stations at the border between BC and Washington State. The tide
gauges are localized by a green star together with their associated number.
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Table 2
Estimation of the Rate of Relative Sea-Level Rise (RSLR) at Various Stations Around Pacific Northwest
Source Tide gauge Period ðdate=yrÞ
Rate SLR (mm/yr)
l r
Douglas (1991) Friday H., WA 1930–1980 0.6 N/A
Mazzotti et al. (2007) Friday H., WA 62 year 0.9 0.3
Sweet et al. (2014) Friday H., WA 1934–2006 1.13 0.33
NRC (2015) Friday H., WA 1934–2008 1.04 N/A
Our Study Friday H., WA 1934–2014
(AIC) ARMA(4,0) 1.07 0.18
(AIC) ARFIMA(3, 20.506 0.11,0) 1.05 0.09
(AIC) GGM 1.07 0.19
(BIC) ARMA(1,1) 1.07 0.18
(BIC) ARFIMA(1, 20.656 0.06,1) 1.05 0.08
(BIC) GGM 1.07 0.19
Douglas (1991) Neah Bay, WA 1930–1980 21.6 N/A
Mazzotti et al. (2007) Neah Bay, WA 44 yr 21.6 0.6
W€oppelmann et al. (2009) Neah Bay, WA 65 yr 21.59 0.22
Sweet et al. (2014) Neah Bay, WA 1934–2006 21.63 0.36
NRC (2015) Neah Bay, WA 1934–2008 21.77 N/A
Our Study Neah Bay, WA 1934–2014
(AIC) ARMA(3,0) 21.76 0.19
(AIC) ARFIMA(1, 20.656 0.12,2) 21.79 0.10
(AIC) GGM 21.76 0.21
(BIC) ARMA(1,1) 21.76 0.19
(BIC) ARFIMA(1,0.176 0.05,0) 21.74 0.30
(BIC) GGM 21.76 0.21
Douglas (1991) Seattle, WA 1930–1980 2.50 N/A
Mazzotti et al. (2007) Seattle, WA 92 yr 2.20 0.20
W€oppelmann et al. (2009) Seattle, WA 104 yr 2.06 0.11
Sweet et al. (2014) Seattle, WA 1898–2006 2.06 0.17
NRC (2015) Seattle, WA 1934–2008 2.01 N/A
Our Study Seattle, WA 1934–2014
(AIC) ARMA(1,2) 2.01 0.11
(AIC) ARFIMA(0,0.156 0.04,4) 1.97 0.15
(AIC) GGM 2.01 0.19
(BIC) ARMA(1,1) 2.00 0.10
(BIC) ARFIMA(1,0.246 0.04,0) 1.96 0.20
(BIC) GGM 2.01 0.19
Douglas (1991) Astoria, OR 1930–1980 20.40 N/A
Mazzotti et al. (2007) Astoria, OR 77 year 20.40 0.30
Sweet et al. (2014) Astoria, OR 1925–2006 20.31 0.40
NRC (2015) Astoria, OR 1925–2008 20.38 N/A
Our Study Astoria, OR 1925–2014
(AIC) ARMA(3,3) 20.26 0.22
(AIC) ARFIMA(3,0.096 0.12,0) 20.31 0.11
(AIC) GGM 20.25 0.24
(BIC) ARMA(1,0) 20.26 0.21
(BIC) ARFIMA(0,0.276 0.04,1) 20.22 0.40
(BIC) GGM 20.25 0.24
Douglas (1991) Crescent, CA 1930–1980 20.9 N/A
Sweet et al. (2014) Crescent, CA 1933–2006 20.65 0.36
NRC (2015) Crescent, CA 1933–2008 20.73 N/A
Our Study Crescent, CA 1933–2014
(AIC) ARMA(4,0) 20.81 0.19
(AIC) ARFIMA(3, 20.596 0.11,0) 20.80 0.10
(AIC) GGM 20.81 0.20
(BIC) ARMA(1,0) 20.82 0.16
(BIC) ARFIMA(1,0.196 0.06,0) 20.77 0.30
(BIC) GGM 20.81 0.20
Note. For each noise model (ARMA(p,q), ARFIMA(p,d,q), GGM), the optimum lags p and q are selected either by mini-
mizing the AIC or BIC (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Our results are compared with the previous studies Douglas (1991),
Mazzotti et al. (2007), W€oppelmann et al. (2009), Sweet et al. (2014) and NRC (2015). l is the estimated RSLR with r the
associated uncertainty. Uncertainties are one sigma.
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recent data and historic data not included here, together with corrections of local datum at some TG. This
study does not include those corrections.
4. Absolute Sea-Level Rise in ITRF08
Absolute sea-level rise (ASLR) is the sum of uncorrected sea-level rise as estimated from tide-gauge time
series alone (RSLR) added to (corrected for) the vertical land motion measurements derived from the GPS
measurements. To compute ASLR, we use the interpolated value closest to each tide gage. These criteria
allow us to correct 18 tide gauges (i.e., Table 3) with the vertical land motions computed above. We use the
Table 3
Estimation of the Relative SL (RSL) Rise and Corrected RSL Rise With Interpolated GPS Uplift Velocities
]
Tide
Gauge Lat: Long.
Period
ðdate=yrÞ
(BIC)RSLR
ARMA
(BIC)RSLR
ARFIMA
(BIC)RSLR
GGM
VLM
(Interpolated)
ASLR
(ARMA)
ASLR)
(ARFIMA)
ASLR
(GGM)
l r M r l r l r l r l r l R
18 Campbell R., BC 50.02 2125.23 1958–2015 21.81 0.48 21.84 0.33 21.81 0.53 3.52 0.29 1.71 0.40 1.68 0.31 1.71 0.43
17 P. Alberni, BC 49.23 2124.82 1947–1997 20.62 0.58 20.66 0.87 20.64 0.74 3.31 0.14 2.69 0.42 2.65 0.62 2.67 0.53
16 Tofino, BC 49.15 2125.91 1909–2015 21.08 0.38 21.15 0.24 21.10 0.13 2.86 0.50 1.78 0.44 1.71 0.39 1.76 0.36
15 Bamfield, BC 48.85 2125.13 1969–2015 20.28 0.43 20.2 0.74 20.27 0.53 2.69 0.38 2.41 0.41 2.49 0.59 2.42 0.46
14 Patricia B., BC 48.65 2123.45 1966–2015 0.52 0.78 0.76 1.11 0.52 0.78 0.68 0.21 1.20 0.57 1.44 0.80 1.20 0.57
13 P. Renfrew, BC 48.55 2124.42 1957–1997 0.83 1.22 0.01 1.7 0.01 1.53 4.82 0.63 5.65 0.97 4.83 1.28 4.83 1.17
12 Friday Har., WA 48.55 2123.01 1934–2014 1.07 0.18 1.05 0.07 1.07 0.19 0.30 0.20 1.37 0.19 1.35 0.15 1.37 0.19
11 Victoria, BC 48.41 2123.36 1909–2015 0.7 0.13 0.74 0.06 0.7 0.14 0.64 0.36 1.34 0.27 1.38 0.26 1.34 0.27
10 P. Townsend, WA 48.11 2122.76 1972–2015 1.67 0.52 1.76 0.76 1.71 0.57 0.06 0.36 1.73 0.44 1.82 0.59 1.77 0.48
09 Neah Bay, WA 48.36 2124.61 1930–1980 21.76 0.19 21.74 0.30 21.76 0.21 3.68 0.31 1.92 0.26 1.94 0.30 1.92 0.26
08 P. Angeles, WA 48.12 2123.44 1975–2015 20.06 0.51 0.15 0.87 0.01 0.66 20.04 0.36 20.10 0.44 0.11 0.67 20.03 0.53
07 Seattle, WA 47.60 2122.33 1934–2014 2.00 0.10 1.96 0.20 2.01 0.12 20.12 0.28 1.88 0.21 1.84 0.24 1.89 0.21
06 Astoria, OR 46.21 2123.77 1925–2014 20.26 0.21 20.22 0.40 20.25 0.24 0.28 0.18 0.02 0.20 0.06 0.31 0.03 0.21
05 South Beach, OR 44.62 2124.04 1967–2014 2.25 0.50 2.28 0.72 2.27 0.56 20.19 0.34 2.06 0.42 2.09 0.56 2.08 0.46
04 Charleston II, OR 43.34 2124.32 1970–2015 0.88 0.53 0.96 0.73 0.86 0.53 1.23 0.28 2.11 0.42 2.19 0.55 2.09 0.42
03 P. Orford, OR 42.74 2124.49 1985–2015 0.94 0.83 1.38 1.35 1.06 0.97 1.52 0.24 2.46 0.61 2.90 0.97 2.58 0.71
02 Crescent, CA 41.74 2124.18 1933–2014 20.83 0.16 20.77 0.30 20.80 0.20 2.46 0.29 1.63 0.23 1.69 0.29 1.66 0.25
01 Humboldt, CA 40.76 2124.22 1985–2015 5.06 0.92 5.63 1.48 5.19 1.02 21.15 0.22 3.91 0.67 4.48 1.05 4.04 0.74
Note. Uncertainties (grey) are one sigma. The field ID refers to the numbers labeling the tide gauges in Figure 3. All rates and uncertainties are in mm/yr.
Figure 7. Red: uncorrected (biased by vertical land motion) Cascadia sea-level rise (SLR) rates estimated from long-term
(50 2100 yr) tide-gauge measurements; Blue: after correction for interpolated GPS-measured vertical land motion (abso-
lute) at 18 tide gauges around the Pacific Northwest. Note that the full name of the tide gauges are displayed in Table 3.
We display a zoom of the main figure (i.e., zoom of box A) due to a visual issue to separate the ones with close latitudes.
The black line is the ensemble of GIA models from NRC (2015). Tide-gauge trends estimated with GGM noise model.
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PANGA GPS uplift velocities because of their far greater number and because stations included in both
PANGA and PBO processing systems show no significant differences at the one sigma confidence interval.
Figure 7 shows (blue points) the absolute sea-level rise (ASLR) after correction for vertical land motion esti-
mates, with ASLR uncertainties computed in quadrature from the separate GPS and RSLR uncertainties.
Note that the GIA model displayed in this figure is extracted from NRC (2015). The VLM correction to the
RSLR estimates accounts for both GIA and tectonic strain accumulation, and it is not generally possible to
accurately isolate the two sources of uplift with imperfect knowledge of mantle viscosity, recent glaciation
history, and interseismic coupling along the Cascadia megathrust fault. The GIA model displayed in Figure 7
is extracted from an ensemble of GIA models (NRC, 2015). Those GIA models include a contribution for
changes in geocentric (absolute) sea level in addition to vertical land motion. Here it is shown simply to
give the reader a general sense of what the GIA contribution to VLM might roughly be, and to quantify visu-
ally the VLM correction to RSLR.
Looking at Figure 7, it is striking the extent to which the highly scattered RSLR measurements coalesce,
upon correction for VLM, to much tighter clustering around 2 mm/yr of absolute sea-level rise throughout
the greater Cascadia coastal region. Prior to correction the scatter of all RSLR measurements are 0.52 6
1.59 mm/yr, whereas after correction they 1.99 6 1.18 mm/yr, rates consistent with other twenty first cen-
tury SLR rate measurements in the northeastern Pacific (e.g., Church et al., 2004; NRC, 2015; W€oppelmann
et al., 2009). Regionally based on the ARMA estimates, along the outer Pacific coast of Washington State the
ASLR rate is 1.36 6 0.76 and 2.40 6 1.41 mm/yr on Vancouver Island, also in agreement with, but to the
higher end of, estimates of twentieth Century global mean sea-level rise (Church & White, 2011). Along
coastal Oregon ASLR averages 1.66 6 0.97 mm/yr, and for northern California 1.99 6 1.14 mm/yr. Overall,
the drop in uncertainty suggests that accounting for vertical land motion absorbs much of the regional scat-
ter in tide gauge-only SLR estimates. Figure 7 also profiles expected rebound associated with Glacial Iso-
static Adjustment (GIA), drawn from an ensemble of models computed in NRC (2015), which suggest that
roughly half the VLM on Vancouver Island arise from GIA and the rest from subduction-related strain accu-
mulation. Table 2 provides all ASLR rates after VLM correction for each station as computed for ARMA,
ARFIMA, and GGM noise models as well as associated metadata.
5. Reference Frame Considerations
One particular technical challenge in measuring VLM regionally pertains to creating an internally consistent,
hemisphere-scale reference frame. Mazzotti et al. (2007) circumvented this issue by focusing only on a
smaller region to the east of Vancouver Island and holding a single inland station, DRAO, fixed. This
approach is not suitable for our analysis due to ubiquitous and readily measured continental deformation
whose rates rival coastal VLM rates (Herring et al., 2016). In ITRF08, for instance, the reference station DRAO
used by Mazzotti et al. (2007) has a radial velocity of 0.7 6 0.01 mm/yr based on 27 years of continuous
measurements.
Ideally, to be useful in long-term sea level studies, vertical land motion relative to Earth’s center of mass
should be determined with standard errors that are 1 order of magnitude lower than the contemporary cli-
mate signals of 1–3 mm/yr observed on average in sea-level records, either using tide gauges or satellites
(W€oppelmann & Marcos, 2016). Moreover, also required are tight constraints on the rate of offset between
Earth’s center of mass and Earth’s center of figure, as defined by those GPS stations used to realize the refer-
ence frame, since any nonzero rate will produce a correlated bias in inferred sea-level rise rates over hemi-
sphere spatial scales. Santamarıa-Gomez et al. (2017) address this issue and conclude that Earth’s center of
figure is drifting 060:3 mm/yr along the Earth’s rotation axis. Nonzero motion would produce a latitude-
dependent bias between tide-guage SLR rates and their VLM correction as estimated by GPS within the
ITRF reference frame. Center of mass position and rate of offset, which require combining observations
from multiple techniques including VLBI, SLR, and GPS (e.g., Altamimi et al., 2011, 2016), comprise one cur-
rent limitation in the realization of the terrestrial reference frame and has been identified as a geodesy
Grand Challenge (Davis et al., 2012).
Other reference frame issues also arise over shorter intervals as well. For instance, the choice of whether to
include a radial scaling degree of freedom during daily reference frame realization, which primarily impacts
average network radial height, can also produce apparent height anomalies in excess of 5 mm that persist
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for months. Scale dates back to triangulation networks dependent on short baseline length measurements
but is still commonly used due to differences arising from a variety of biases inherent in numerous different
models and data sources used in GPS processing (Herring et al., 2016). The daily scale estimate thus may be
considered as a proxy for the difference between the predicted and observed heights on any given day
from the network centroid to Earth’s center of mass. Since the radius of the Earth is approximately
6,371 km, 1 ppb in scale translates into 6:3 mm of average network radial motion. The peak-to-peak
amplitude of 4 ppb seen in Figure 8, which shows scale from daily Helmert transformations over two deca-
des as estimated with both regional and global analyses from PANGA (blue), PBO GAGE (green), and JPL
(black) (Webb, 2004), is equivalent to 2.5 cm of vertical motion per year. The lower amplitude observed in
the JPL scale is a result of the global station coverage used in their orbit processing, whereas both PANGA
and PBO utilize only sites in the North American quadrant of the globe, thus amplifying the radial contribu-
tion from North American stations (Blewitt et al., 2001). Scale is often estimated, primarily to prevent the
mapping of radial network motion into translational and rotational motions, but since it mimics average
radial height, inclusion of scale during realization will absorb real regional vertical height variation so that it
does not appear in geodetic time series, which can in turn lead to discrepancies in vertical rates. Figure
8 also shows that the scale rate averaged over two decades is close to zero, although its seasonal amplitude
is strongly dependent on whether regional or global analyses are used, but nonetheless if this is not
accounted for by being absorbed into the daily scale estimate it will appear as a bias in position time series
that will impact estimated VLM rates.
More subtle difficulties also arise in reference frame definition that can also have first-order impacts on ver-
tical rate estimates. For instance, routine GAGE analyses of the Plate Boundary Observatory data conducted
with GAMIT (Herring et al., 2010) and GIPSY-Oasis ambiguity-resolved precise point positioning (Bertiger
et al., 2010; Zumberge et al., 1997) show persistent aggregate station height differences of 5–10 mm
despite identical definitions of the North American NAM08 reference frame. These differences arise because
the double-differencing of raw GPS phase and range measurements to resolve satellite and receiver clock
biases using only North American stations introduces position correlations that mimic scale changes and
therefore apparent height biases. This particular problem is resolved in the Plate Boundary Observatory
GAGE processing by including global stations well-outside the North American quadrant of the Earth during
double-differencing (Herring et al., 2016). Precise point positioning in GIPSY-Oasis used in this study, by con-
trast, employs satellite clock, orbit, and wide-lane phase bias estimates all derived from global analyses and
therefore are not as susceptible to this particular bias.
Figure 8. Scale in part per billions (ppb) estimated from PANGA processing (blue), PBO processing (green), and JPL X-files
(black) derived from a global, not regional to North America. 1 ppm of radial scale represents 6 mm of apparent vertical
position change. PANGA and PBO scale estimates are based on North American-only GPS stations, and show similar
amplitudes, whereas JPL scale is derived from global analyses which tends to suppress scale amplitude by averaging over
broader areas that average out regional radial signals.
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6. Conclusions
Apparent SLR rates vary spatially for numerous reasons that reflect both oceanic and solid-Earth processes. For
instance, twentieth century rates for the western Pacific are more similar to twenty first century global rates
(3:1 60:7 mm/yr), whereas eastern Pacific satellite rates are significantly lower than the global mean value. Much
of the west coast of the Americas actually show an apparent decrease in satellite geocentric sea surface height over
the last 20 years (Church & White, 2011). For TG measurements, many studies have also underlined how they are
impacted by myriad processes that can vary from hemispherical, most notably the Pacific decadal oscillation, to
spatially localized, and which may act over timescales over roughly a year to several decades. Such processes alter
surface winds, ocean currents, temperature, and salinity, and, in turn sea level, all superimposed on long-term back-
ground sea-level rise (e.g., Cazenave et al., 2014; Church et al., 2004; Church & White, 2011; IPCC, 2013; Nicholls &
Cazenave, 2010). For these reasons, tide gauges-based mean sea level exhibits much larger interannual variability
than their altimetry-based global mean, but in general show coarse similarity to regional measurements reported
by satellite altimetry (Prandi et al., 2009). In the Pacific Northwest, ASLR mean reported here of 1.36 6 0.75 mm/yr is
20% smaller than the 1.7 mm/yr global mean SLR from 1901 to 2010 (IPCC, 2013). However, if we take into
account Vancouver Island, the ASLR is around 1.99 6 1.18 mm/yr and thus17% higher than the global mean SLR.
Twentieth century satellite geocentric ocean height rates also show a global mean of 1:521:9 mm/yr, or
roughly half that of twenty first century rates of 3.2 [2.8–3.6] mm/yr, suggesting ongoing acceleration in sea-
level rise rates (IPCC, 2013). The potential for late-twentieth century SLR rise acceleration complicates long-
term forecasts and planning. Simple projection of constant rates from the past to predict future sea level
impacts does not seem to be warranted given broader constraints on SLR (e.g., Cazenave and Le Cozannet,
2013; Church & White, 2011; Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010; Visser et al., 2015; Wenzel & Schroter, 2014). Different
hypotheses have been proposed with some scientists arguing that using historic rates to predict future trends
is overly simplistic, given that the signal requires decades to become distinguishable from transient processes
(e.g., Dangendorf et al., 2014; Haigh et al., 2014; Lyu et al., 2014). As a result, significant debate remains as to
the best approach to both model sea-level rise from TG observations and predict its future rise in different
regions over the next decades (e.g., Chandler & Scott, 2011; Smith, 2002; Visser et al., 2015).
In the 18 tide-gauge data sets analyzed in this study, accelerations are not apparent or distinguishable from long-
term rates. As described above, the AIC and BIC information criteria are used to select the parameters within the
stochastic modeling (i.e., lags in the ARMA and ARFIMA), and whether the TG observations are fitted with a func-
tional model that includes an acceleration along with the linear and seasonal signals, following Bos et al. (2014), is
inconclusive. Primarily, no values of putative SLR accelerations rise above the formal uncertainties derived from
the modeling. Hunter and Brown (2012) and Visser et al. (2015) pointed out various modeling approaches and
assumptions to further tease out significant acceleration terms, but no acceleration signal within formal error may
be isolated from the 18 Cascadia tide gauges by using fairly straightforward modeling approaches.
Ultimately, coastal communities will increasingly utilize sea-level rise projections to develop long-term adaptation
and mitigation strategies in response to rising oceans. The Cascadia VLM profiles presented here vary smoothly
over nearly 1,000 km of the NE Pacific coast and effectively remove a considerable amount of VLM uncertainty
from long-term tide-gauge measurements of SLR rise. The average absolute SLR obtained after accounting for
VLM yields, for coastal Cascadia, roughly 2 mm/yr, very similar to the 2 mm/yr previously described with other
global observations (e.g., Church et al., 2004; NRC, 2015). Within Puget Sound widespread subsidence identified
with GPS shows that that rate of SLR will be exacerbated by widespread, but relatively slow, subsidence. For the
rest of the world, the sheer numbers of GPS stations now available, over 16,000 globally (Blewitt et al., 2016),
leave few coastlines unmeasured and suggest that using GPS-derived VLM profiles should be de rigueur in both
correcting TG data and forecasting the impact of VLM on regional SLR for community mitigation purposes.
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